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Oxygen and Nitrate New Production and Remineralization
in the North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre
JORGEL. SARMIENTO,1 GERHARD THIELE, 2 ROBERTM. KEY, 1 AND WILLARD S. MOORE3
New estimatesare obtained of oxygen utilization rates on isopycnal surfacesin the North Atlantic

subtropical
gyre thermocline
basedon tritiuminventories
(2.4-3.5 mol m-2 yr-1) and 228Ra
measurements
(8.5_+0.8 molm-2 yr-l). Arguments
aregivenfor whythetritiuminventory
oxygen
utilization
rateestimate
maybe toolow. The 228Ra
resultsarecombined
withrecentestimates
of
oxygen utilization within the thermocline (Jenkins, 1987) as well as estimatesof oxygen production in
the mixed layer (Spitzer and Jenkins, 1989; Musgrave et al., 1988), to suggesta tentative overall
oxygen balancefor the whole water column. The new production of oxygen in the surface ocean (--•4.6

_+1.6molm-2 yr-1) appears
to belowerthantheestimated
utilization
withinthethermocline
(--•8.5
+

_ 0.8 mol m- 2 yr- l ), suggestingthat there may be a net lateral import of organic matter into the

thermocline
equivalent
to a newproduction
of--•3.9-+ 1.8molm-2 yr-1. The nitrogenbalanceis
consistentwith theseresults. An estimatefor the total nitrogenremineralization rate in the thermocline
is obtained from the oxygen utilization rate by using an -O2:N Redfield ratio of 9.1 _+ 0.4 for
remineralization (Minster and Boulahdid, 1987), giving a nitrogen remineralization rate of--•0.93 -+

0.10molm-2 yr-I . Subtracting
offtheestimated
lateralexportof nitrateof--•0.51+ 0.21molm-2
yr-I , whichispresumed
to bebalanced
bya lateralimportof dissolved
organic
nitrogen
(Rintouland
Wunsch,1990),givesa nitrateflux into the surfaceof--•0.42 _+0.23 mol m-2 yr-1, whichis
comparable
totheestimate
of0.6-+0.2molm-2 yr-I obtained
byJenkins
(1988)nearBermuda
aswell
asthe 100-mparticulate
nitrogen
fluxof 0.33molm-2 yr-1 obtained
Altabet(1989)nearBermuda.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The distribution of nonanthropogenicCO2 between the
ocean and atmosphere is affected strongly by the cycling of
carbon by organisms within the water column. Primary
production is the removal of dissolvedinorganic CO2 and
nutrients from the euphotic region by photosynthesis,which
converts them into particulate and dissolved organic matter
and releases oxygen. Most of the organic matter thus produced is recycled by organisms within the euphotic zone
(regeneratedproduction). The remaining highly variable and
rather poorly known fraction of order 30% [Platt et al., 1989]
manages to escape to the thermocline and abyssal waters.
There it is remineralized by metabolic processes which
convert organic matter back to dissolved inorganic CO2,

PO•-3, andNOj-•, consuming
oxygenin theprocess.
This
export of organic matter from the surface is commonly
referred to as new production. It must, on the average, be
balancedby a net import of new inorganicCO2, nitrate, and
phosphatefrom below, as well as an export of oxygen to the
atmosphere by gas exchange and to the thermocline by
vertical exchangeprocesses.There is also a relatively minor
input from rivers and the atmosphere,which we ignore in the
following discussion. One can readily infer from the above
that the oceanicCO2, oxygen, and nutrient cycleswill be out
of balance unlessthe new production at the surfaceis equal
to the integrated remineralization below the surface when

averagedover sufficienttime and spaceto remove seasonal,
interannual, and spatial variability.
The new production is a quantity of great interest for a
variety of reasons, not the least of them being that it is the
major mechanism by which the surface ocean and atmosphericCO2 contentsare maintainedat levels approximately
a factor

of 2 lower

than

would

be the

case

otherwise.

Furthermore, the significantlylower atmosphericCO2 content observed during the last ice age may have been caused

by an increase in the efficiency of CO2 removal by new
productionrelative to the supply of CO2-enrichedwaters by
vertical exchange in high-latitude deep water formation
regions [Sarmiento and Toggweiler, 1984; Siegenthaler and
Wenk, 1984; Knox and McE!roy, 1984] (Sarmiento et al.
[1988] give a recent overview of this and related topics). This
mechanism could conceivably play a role in determining the
near-future atmospheric CO2 content in response to the
fossil CO2 transient as well.
Platt et al. [ 1989] and Eppley [ 1989] recently reviewed the
problem of determining oceanic new production. Biological
oceanographerscommonly make use of techniques based on
in vitro incubations to estimate the new production from
measurementsof the photosynthetic uptake of nitrate using

theisotope•SNasa tracer.Ammonium
andnitrateuptake

are thought to be related directly to regenerated production
and new production, respectively. This approachhas numerous difficulties [cf. Platt et al., 1989]. One of the greatest of
these, which is relevant to estimating an overall steady state
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measure of time over which a change in nutrient concentration due to new production or remineralization occurs. The
time scale of such estimates can be seasonal, annual, or even
longer. This gives some hope of obtaining an overall steady
state balanced budget for the various constituentsinvolved
in biological cycling. Riley [1951] was perhaps the first to try
this approach. He estimated the regeneration rate in the
Atlantic main thermocline based on a geostrophic velocity
and mixing model of the oxygen transport. Rintoul and
Wunsch [1990] recently carded out a study in the North
Atlantic subtropicalgyre of the nutrient balance which used
the same basic approach but with a more rigorous estimate
of the transport terms. Jenkins [1977, 1980, 1982a, 1987]
carried out a series of studies giving estimatesof the oxygen
utilization rates (OUR) at several locations in the North
Atlantic

based on tritium

and helium

3 observations.

in the North

Atlantic

main thermocline

based on

tritium inventories and 228Ra measurements.These new
estimates are combined with previous work from the same
region to construct a tentative oxygen and nitrate cycling
budget. One of the major challenges is to reconcile the
widely divergent estimates obtained by different techniques.
2.

OUR

•'

N
CONVECTION,

MIXING, AND
EKMAN

PUMPING

Fig. 1. A schematicdepiction of the tritium box model. Mechanisms of exchange between the surface and interior boxes and of
spreadingon interior boxes are suggested.Taken from Sarmiento
[1983].
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are, in addition, numerous other estimates of new production based primarily on surface mixed layer tracer observations and transport divergence calculations [e.g., Shulenberger and Reid, 1981;Jenkins and Goldman, 1985;Lewis et
al., 1986; Peng et al., 1987; Emerson, 1987; Musgrave et al.,
1988; Jenkins, 1988b; Spitzer and Jenkins, 1989].
Sediment trap data [e.g., Martin et al., 1987] give an
estimate of the new production removed by larger particles.
However, it appears likely that sediment traps catch only a
portion of the new production in many regionsof the ocean.
The flux of new production out of the surface by smaller
suspendedparticles not caught by traps has been shown in at
least one case (at Bermuda) to be more than 50% of the large
particle flux [Altabet, 1989]. Furthermore, there is increasing
evidence from both measurements and models that a large
fraction of the flux of new production out of the surface may
be as dissolved organic matter [e.g., Suzuki et al., 1985;
$ugimura and Suzuki, 1988; $armiento et al., 1988; Toggweiler, 1988, 1989; Williams and Druffel, 1988; Najjar, 1990;
Rintoul and Wunsch, 1990].
The purposeof this paper is to present two new estimates
of the OUR

15øN

Tbox

( Ts - Ti) - ATTi

(1)

where Tt is the average concentrationin the interior box
(essentiallya measureof the inventory), Ts is the concentration at the surface given by Dreisigacker and Roether
[1978], and rboxis the "ventilation" time, which represents
the effect of advective, diffusive, and convective exchange
between the thermocline and surface waters. Jenkins [1980]
used essentially the same approach to find ventilation time
scales

from

tritium

and

helium

3 measurements

in the

SargassoSea, assumingthat the few measurementshe had
were representative of the entire recirculation region.
Table 1 shows the rboxvalues calculated by $armiento
[1983] using mid-1971 to mid-1973 North Atlantic tritium
observations (see $armiento et al. [1982] for a discussion of
the data set used to calculate the inventories). The thermocline is representedby a stack of boxes defined by constant
potentialdensitysurfacesof thicknessAir0 = 0.1 centeredon

cr0 = 26.2 to 27.4 in the region between 15øN and the
wintertime outcrops determined from the data of Levitus
[ 1982]. The average depths of the density surfaces,shown in
Table 1, lie between 140 and 696 m, with the northernmost
outcrop occurring at ---55øN. The tritium data indicate that

exchange across ---15øN is very slow [$armiento et al.,
1982]. This is approximately the boundary between the
"ventilated thermocline" to the north and poorly ventilated
"shadow zone" to the south, concepts that were first
introduced by the theoretical studies of Luyten et al. [1983].
Diapycnal exchange is also thought to make a negligible

ESTIMATES

We begin by discussingthe box model approach used to
estimate OUR from tritium inventories. This is followed by
the derivation of a set of "age" equationsbasedon apparent

TABLE

1.

OUR Calculated From Tritium Inventory
OUR,
AOU,*

oxygen
utilization
(AOU,defined
asthesaturation
oxygen (rø

MeanDepth,m

tzmolkg-l

140
153
175
210

21.4
25.4
28.1
33.3
41.7
51.0
60.6
69.2
78.1
87.0
96.9
105.6
109.8

r, years

/xmol
_klg
-1
yr

concentration at the potential temperature of a given water

parcelminusthe observedconcentration)
and 228Ra.The 26.2

equations
illustrate
therelationship
between
AOU,228Ra,26.3
26.4
age, and OUR. We also show the analogybetweenour 26.5
approach and the tritium and helium 3 age approach first
used by Jenkins [1982a].

26.6
26.7
26.8

2.1. TritiumBoxModelingApproachandOUR
Estimates
Sarmiento[1983]developedthe box modelillustratedin

26.9
27.0

27.1

27.2

Figure1 in orderto studytheexchange
of thermocline
27.3
27.4
waters with surface waters, i.e., "ventilation," using tritium
inventories as a constraint. The box model equation is

255
299
339
381
428
476
540
614
696

*AOUsis assumed
to be0/xmolkg-1.

7.2
7.3
7.5
8.2
9.3
10.7
12.3
13.7
14.6
16.1
19.1
28.9
38.8

3.0
3.5
3.7
4.1
4.5
4.8
4.9
5.1
5.3
5.4
5.0
3.7
2.8
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contribution on the time scale of the tritium transient [e.g.,
Jenkins, 1980].
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conditions
forto2and•'Ra
areidentical,
wecansubstitute
to:
from (7) into (5) to obtain

The AOU equation for the box model has the sameform as

228Ra
= 228Rase-•(AOU-AOUO/OUR (9)

(1) with -;tTT • replacedby +OUR.
0AOUi

•

Ot

Are the boundary
conditions
for to: and •'Raidentical?

1

=•

rbox

(AOUs - AOUi) + OUR

Assumingthat OAOU•/Ot = 0, gives
OUR = (AOU•-

AOUs)/rbox

(2)

This equation is used to find an average interior OUR from

observationsof AOU and the tritium box modelrboxvalues.
The resultsare given in Table 1. Equation (2) is equivalentto
that used by Jenkins [1980].
2.2.

Age Equation Derived From Oxygen Conservation

The oxygen conservation equation in terms of AOU is
dAOU/dt = X7.(K X7AOU) + OUR

(3)

where dAOU/dt is the total derivative, includingthe advection terms, and K is the diffusion tensor. If OUR is assumed
to be constanton isopycnal surfaceswithin the region under
considerationand diapycnic processesare ignored, one can
divide through by OUR to obtain

dro2/dt= Vh' (KVhrO2)
+1

Both ages are defined with respect to the concentration of
the respective tracer at the surface of the ocean, from
whence it is presumed that the tracer enters the thermocline.
In fact, the major source of radium 228 to the surface ocean
is continentalshelf sediments,particularly(in the caseof the
North Atlantic) the North American shelf. However, maps
of the distributionof radium 228 on isopycnalsurfaceswhich
we are preparing for publication suggest that radium 228
enters the thermocline through the same pathway as the
oxygen, i.e., primarily from the northeast [Sarmiento et al.,
1982]. In support of this, measurements of radium 228 and
02 north of the Gulf Stream, on the shallower density
surfaceswhich have high-shelfradium 228 input, fall well
above the trend of the radium 228 versus AOU plots in
Figure 2. This suggestslittle direct interaction between shelf
and thermoclinewaters. We believe that the major pathway
for entry of North American shelf radium 228 into the

thermoclineis by advectionaroundthe edgeof the subtropical gyre and spreadingat the surface, followed by subduction by the same mechanismsthat bring oxygen down from
the surface.

Figure 2 shows least squares fits of (9) to the Transient

(4) Tracers in the Oceans (TTO) North Atlantic Study data
reported by Key et al. [1985] as well as additional results

where

to2= AOU/OUR

from the TTO Tropical Atlantic Study (see Brewer et al.
[1985] for station locations) and measurements made on

(5) three1986sections
across
theGulfStreamat approximately

is a measure of the time since last contact with the surface.

Only the along isopycnalterms are includedfor X7
h and

32øN73øWto 34øN76øW, 35øN71øWto 38øN74øW, and 34øN
63øW to 43øN 64øW, as well as a section between 34øN 63øW

d( )/dt. Changes
in isopycnal
thickness
hhvebeenignored. and 32øN 73øW, all as part of a tracer study of western

boundary exchange. Data south of 15øN, shoreward of the
time(i.e., to2increases
linearlywitht). Agedefined
thisway Gulf Stream, north of the wintertime outcrop of the density
therefore mixes conservatively. We shall see below that surface, or having negative AOU values are excluded. The
aregiveninTable2. The228Ra
svalues
radioactive tracers, because they decrease exponentially OURsthusobtained
with time due to decay, define an age which does not mix given in the table are the intercept values (at AOU = 0).
conservatively. Equation (4) thus defines an ideal tracer of They are all in the range of observed concentrations at the
This age tracer has a source, the + 1 term, that is linear with

age sincelast contactwith the surfaceagainstwhich the ages
determinedby other tracerscan be compared(see Thieleand
Sarmiento [1990] for a discussionof this concept).
2.3.

Tritium and Helium 3 Age Equation

vation equations

The 228Ra
equation

(6)

can also be cast in terms of an age since last contact with the
surface by using the decay equation to define

rRa= [ln (228Ras/228Ra)]/ARa

2.4.

Jenkins [1987] has taken the tritium and helium 3 conser-

Radium 228 Age Equation and OUR Estimates

d228Ra/dt
= V. (KV 228Ra)
- ARa228Ra

surface.

(7)

dT/dt = V. (K V T) - ATT

(10)

d 3He/dt= V. (KV 3He)+ AxT

(11)

with an age defined as

•'THe= {In [(r + 3He)/T]}/A
T

(12)

where228Ras
is the 228Ra
concentration
at thesurface
and to obtain
,;iRa
-- 3.82x 10-9 s-1 isthe228Ra
decayconstant.
Equation
drTHe/dt = V' (K V rTHe)+ 1
(7) is solvedfor 228Ra
andsubstituted
into(6) to obtain
drRa/dt= V' (KV rRa)+ 1- ARaK(•7rRa)2

(8)

+ K X7In [T(T+ 3He)]X7rTI-Ie (13)

This equation
is identicalto (4), i.e., •'Ra= •'O2,if ARa The equation obtained by assumingthat the final term in (13)
I•(VrRa)
2 is negligible.
In sucha case,andif theboundary is negligiblegives(4), in which casewe can use rTI-Ieas a
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Fig. 2. Radium228as a functionof apparentoxygenutilization(AOU) for four •r0 surfacesin the North Atlantic. The
solid curves represent the best line fit using the simple model given in the text.

proxyfor •'o2in (5) in orderto obtainOUR, aslongasthe [Jenkins1982a,1987]andshowsthat our work with 228Rais
boundary conditions for both are the same. This is essentially the approachthat Jenkinshas followed in his estimates
of OUR at the Beta Triangle site centered on 54øSand 45øN

directly analogous.

3.

TABLE 2.

Table 3 summarizes all the oxygen and nitrate based new
production and remineralization estimates for the North

OUR Calculated From Radium 228 Age
OUR,

MeanDepth,
•ro

m

26.5
26.8
27.1
27.4

210
339
476
696

228Ras,

txmol

dpm/100kg

kg-1 yr-1

1.90
1.80
1.54
2.06

16.7
12.4
12.6
8.9

_+ 0.12
_+ 0.15
+__0.13
_+ 0.45

DIscussioN

_+ 3.9
_+ 1.7
__+1.3
_+ 1.4

Due to the limited vertical resolutionof 228Rameasurementswe
did not calculate OUR on more than just the isopycnal surfaces
given in the table. The fits were made using the nonlinear least
squaresfitting techniqueof Wolberg [ 1967]. AOUs were assumedto
1
228
have a 4 tzmolkg- error, and Ra valueseither a 0.1 dpm/100kg
error or a 15% error, with no significantdifference in the results.
Table 2 and Figure 2 show results from the calculation with a 0.1
dpm/100 kg error. All data were linearly interpolatedto the respective potential density surfaces.

Atlantic

of which we are aware.

The remineralization

esti-

mates of Jenkins and Goldman [1985] and Lewis et al. [1986]

are not included because the former is based on an extrapolation of estimatesof oxygen loss over only a portion of the
year and the latter is based on only 2 weeks worth of
measurements.

There are a number of relatively large differences in the
estimates in Table 3, particularly among the thermocline
remineralization estimates calculated by us from the OURs
in Figure 3 which are shownin the upper part of Table 3. The
OURs in Figure 3 tend to fall into two groups:(1) the Jenkins

[1987]Beta Triangleestimatesand our 228Ra-based
estimates are generally higher than (2) the box model estimates

of Jenkins [1980] and our own tritium-inventory-basedbox

SARMIENTOET AL.' OXYGENAND NITRATE NEW PRODUCTIONAND REMINERALIZATION
TABLE

3.

New

Production

and Remineralization

Estimates

in the North

18,307

Atlantic

New

Production
or

Source

Riley [1951]

Technique

Region

Oxygen-Based Remineralization Rates*
Geostrophic transport and
54øSto 45øN

Depth
Range, m

Remineralization,

100-750

2.5 (1.6 to 3.1)

molm-2 yr-1

mixing[
model
Jenkins [1980]
Jenkins [1987]

This study

Tritium/ • He box model
?THeversusAOU
regression
Tritium box model

SargassoSea
Beta Triangle
(--•30øN 30øW)
15øNto cr0 = 27.45

100-750
100-750

7.2
6.4 + 0.3

100-750

2.8 (2.4 to 3.5)

100-750

8.5 + 0.8

outcrop

This study

Radium-228

15øNto cr0 = 27.45
outcrop

Mixed Layer Oxygen New Production Rates

Peng et al. [1987]
Musgrave [1989]

02 productionin mixed
layer
Upper ocean 02 balance
model

$pitzer and Jenkins
[ 1989]?

Jenkins [1988b]
Altabet [1989]

Rintoul and Wunsch

Upper ocean O2 balance
model

64øN 28øW

5.1

near Bermuda
(32øN 64øW)
near Bermuda
(32øN 64øW)

3-4

Nitrogen Balance Estimates
Model of nitrate supply to
near Bermuda
mixed layer
(32øN 64øW)
Particulate nitrogen flux
near Bermuda
estimate
(32øN 64øW)
Model of NO 3 transport
24øN to 36øN

[1990]$

5.6 -+ 1.5

mixed layer
at 100 m

whole water

0.6 -+ 0.2
0.33

-0.51 + 0.21

column

*All the remineralization rates in this portion of the table are calculatedby us from the raw OUR results given in the various papers and

shownin Figure3. Theoxygenutilization
rateof 5.7 _+0.5molm-2 yr-1 obtained
byJenkins[1982a]is notincluded
in thetablesinceit
is basedon a collection of OURs obtained in several different regionswith different techniques,all of which have been included in the table.

?Jenkins
andGoldman
[1985]madeanearlieroxygen
utilization
rateestimate
of--•5molm-:• yr-1 forthesamelocation,
butwitha cruder
approach and less data constraints. Part of the reason for the difference between the Spitzer and Jenkins [1989] estimate and the Musgrave
[1989] estimate may be due to the fact that the two calculations cover different time spans.
$Rintoul and Wunsch [ 1990] estimate a net loss of nitrate from the 24øN to 36øN region. The transport across 24øN is -•0 but there is a
large northward transport across 36øN.

model estimates. Riley's [1951] estimates fall into the lower
group. We emphasize that with the exception of Riley's
estimates (which were obtained from a geostrophicvelocity
and mixing model) the high OURs are all obtained from the
age equation approach, whereas the lower OURs are all
based on box models. The only major exceptions to the
overall grouping of the results in Figure 3 are the upper two
Jenkins [1980] OURs, which are higher than any of the other
estimates. We do not give great weight to the reliability of
these two OURs, however, since the actual ages used to
obtain them are extremely short (0.42 and 0.96 years, for the
shallower and deeper data points, respectively), and the
AOUs are relatively small. Errors that would be considered
small at depths with more typical agesof >5 years and much
higher AOUs would have a major impact on these two
shallower data points. They also would be more subject to
temporal variability.
We also tend to discount the Riley [1951] results. His
geostrophiccalculations are based on a very sparsedata set.
In addition, Rintoul and Wunsch [1990] have shown, with a
far more rigorous treatment of the transport in the North
Atlantic than that carried out by Riley, that the transport of
nutrients is very sensitive to the reference level chosen for
geostrophic velocity estimates. The oxygen does not show
as much sensitivity because it is rather uniform at depth in
the region covered by the Rintoul and Wunsch study, but

this is not the case over the larger region covered by Riley's
study.
Our discussionwill focus on an analysis of the two model
approachesthat give rise to the high OURs (the age equation
approach) and low OURs (the tritium box model approach)
in order to determine

which value for the remineralization

is

most appropriate. This will be followed in the conclusion
section by a suggestionfor a tentative oxygen and nitrogen
balance for the subtropical gyre.
We first examine the age equation approach. A possible
explanation for the difference in results obtained from the

tritiumboxmodeland228Ra
agetechniques
is thatthefinal
term on the right-hand side of (8) is not negligible, as has
been assumed. If this term is large, then the estimated ages
would be too low, and the OURs would be high. Nir [1964],
Nir and Lewis [1975], and Lewis and Nir [1978] have
discussedsome aspects of this problem as it relates to age
estimates. A simple one-dimensionalmodel solution of 02

and228Ra
helpsillustrate
thepointandallowsusto studythe
sensitivity of the age estimates to mixing. We will also solve
the one-dimensionalmodel for T and 3He so that we can
examine the importance of the final term on the right-hand
side of (13).

We assumethat we are following a trajectory around the
gyre that is open to the surface at both ends. The length of
the trajectory, L, is taken to be 6000 km. Mixing can occur

18,308
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Fig. 3. Apparent
oxygen
utilization
ratesfromourtritiumboxmodel
and228Ra
ageestimates,
fromJenkins'
[1980]

boxmodelnearBermuda,
andfromJenkins'[1987]tritium/3He
ageestimates
in theBetaTriangleregion.Alsoincluded
for comparison
are the OUR estimatesof Riley [1951].The linesshowhow the integralwas performedto find the
remineralization

rate.

alongthe trajectoryonly. A two-dimensionalcaseallowing one, x +, applyingto the regionwhere advectionentersfrom
mixing across trajectories is dealt with by Thiele and the surface carrying tracer with it, and the other, x_,
applyingto the other end of the modelwhere tracercan only
Sarmiento [1990]. The equations we solve are
enter by diffusingupstream.The correspondingPeclet num-

0 = -uaro2/ax
+ Ka2ro2/ax
2+ 1

(14)

bers are

_ ARa228Ra (15)
0 = -ua228Ra/Ox
+ K a2 228Ra/ax2

aT/at= -uaT/ax + K O2T/Ox
2- ATT

2 E ( p_••2)
ux+
pe•2
'/2]

-.__2=
Pe_K

(16)

1+-

1+

(20)

Pecletnumber,
Pe• = u/(,•K)1/2,
is as
a3He/at= -u a3He/ax+ K 02 3He/ax2+ ATT (17) wheretheradiotracer
with boundaryconditionsat x - 0 and x - L specifiedas

defined by Jenkins [1988a].
We therefore see that Pe• is the critical term. When Pe•

to2= 0,228Ra
= 228Ras,
T= Tsasgiven
byDreisigacker
and

<< 1, that is to saywhen AK >> u, thenPe + --• +-Pe•. Figure

(17) are solvednumericallyto more readily includethe time

includesmixing in it (cf. equation(4)), so that the comparisonin Figure 4 is quite different than the comparisonof the

Roether[1978],and 3He = 0. Equations
(14)and(15)have 4 shows
theratio1'Ra/1'02
for theextremecasewhereu = 0
relatively straightforwardanalytical solutions,but (16) and for variousvaluesof K. It shouldbe notedthat the to2
variation of the tritium boundary condition. The tracer

resultsare then used to calculate•'Raand •'THefrom (7) and
(12).

In analyzing the model results and their sensitivity to
relative magnitudesof advectionand mixing, it is convenient
to consider the Peclet number, ux/K, where x is a scale
length which is here defined from the solutionto equation

228RaPIPE
MODEL
u=Ocm
S-1
1.0

K=108cm2s
-1

(15):

228Ra= aeX/X++ bex/x-

(18)

"• _

3x107

•

107

•

where

0.5

106

--

1

x+ =-

2A

[u +--(u2+ 4AK)1/2]

00

(19)

and a and b are integrationconstantsthat are obtainedfrom
the boundary conditions. Both x+ and x_ are of relevance,

i

i

I

i

i•

6000

x (kin)

Fig. 4.

Solution of one-dimensionalpipe model with diffusion

only (u = 0). Note that the ratio rRa/r02getscloserto I with
increasing mixing.
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Fig.5. Normalized
radium
concentration,
to:and•'Ra
forthecase
u = 0.3cms-1 andK = 107 cms-1. Advection
is to the right.

'rTHe with the "box-car" advection only time scale of Jenkins [1988a]. One sees that when mixing is dominant the
ratio is directly related to K, with small K leading to small

rRa/r02,
andvice-versa.
At the other extreme, when Pe• >> 1, (20) defines two
regions, one, 0 > Pe_ > -1, where diffusion is dominant,
and the other, Pe+ -• o•, where advection is dominant.

thetritium-3He-based
curvesaredueto thetimehistoryof
the tracer input and not to any numericalproblems.The 'rTHe

agegivenisfor thetritiumand3Hedistribution
predicted
in
1977. The peak tritium input occurred in 1963, which means

thatwith1977datathetritium-3He clockisnotveryeffective
for dating waters > 14 years. Much of the 'rTHe deviation

fromtO2is dueto this.Notethatthe 'rTHe/rO2
is somewhat
Figure5 showsa solution
for 228Ra
in anintermediate
range, greaterthan1 in certainparameter
rangeswhereasrRa/r02
whereu = 0.3 cms-1 andK - 107 cm2 s-1, givingPe_ = can never be greater than 1.
-0.76 and Pe + - 3.1 with correspondingscale lengthsx_ -252 km and x+ - 1040km, respectively; u is positive to the
advection distinctly, with much greater penetration where

What can we conclude from the experiments illustrated in
Figures 4-8? The conclusion of greatest relevance to the
present study is that it would take relatively extreme parameter rangesto compromisethe calculationsof OUR from rRa

the water flows in from the surface. The model results shown

and 'rTHe by the factor of--•2 to 3 that would be needed to

right in this diagram.The 228Rareflectsthe patternof

in Figure5 have228Ra
agesashighas35years.In fact,with reduce the age-based OUR estimates so that they agreed
the present detection limit for radium 228 of the order of 0.1
dpm (disintegrations per minute) per 100 kg and with

with the box model estimates. Jenkins [1987] gives horizontal diffusivity and velocity estimates in the Beta Triangle

228Ra
s --•2 dpm/100
kg(Table2), themaximum
resolution
of regionof order5 x 106 cm2 s-1 and0.5 cm s-1 respec'rRais approximately25 years. This is comparableto the time
since the maximum entry of tritium into the oceans in 1963,
which sets an upper limit for the resolutionof rTHe.

Figure6 shows
thesensitivity
of TRAIT02
to mixingfor u =

tively. The velocity estimates are, of course, higher at
shallower depths and lower at greater depths. The value
chosen is approximately representative of the o-0 - 27.1
surface. Figures 6 and 8 show that it takes horizontal

0.3 cm s-1 and 1.0 cm s-1 and various values of K. The
correspondingscale lengths and Peclet numbers are summarized in Table 4. We see that in the advectively dominated
Pe + region to the left of the diagram, changesin mixing have
the opposite effect from the pure diffusion case shown in

diffusivities
ashighas3 x 107 cm2 s-1 andvelocitiesaslow

Figure4. Increased
mixingmakesTRAIT02
smaller,rather

investigated very carefully by Jenkins [1987] in the Beta
Triangle region. He concludesfrom his study that the mixing
has a negligible impact on his estimates. We have no reason,
based on the above or on the two-dimensional study of
Thiele and Sarmiento [ 1990], to disagree with his arguments.
We examine the box modeling approach next. Doney and
Jenkins [1989] have recently investigated the effect of the

than larger. The diffusively dominated Pe_ region to the
right of the diagram has the same sensitivity to mixing as the
pure diffusion case only for the cases with very small u and
large K (see upper panel of Figure 6).

Figures7 and8 for thetritium-3He simulations
exhibitthe
same basic behavior as the 228Rasimulations. The kinks in

as 0.3 cm s-1 to reduce the OUR estimates by a factor of

approximately 2. Furthermore, 'rTHe is more sensitive than
rRa, whereaswe would want the reverse to be the case. The

effectof mixingonthetritium/3He-based
estimates
hasbeen
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Fig.6. Theratio'rRa/'rO2
forthepipemodel
forvarious
values
ofmixing
and(a)u = 0.3cms-l and(b)u = 1.0cm
s-l. Notethathere,unlikeFigure
4, theageratiogetssmaller
withincreasing
mixing,
except
intheregion
totheright
ofthediagram
withu = 0.3cms- l, whereentryoftracerisdiffusively
dominated
andthesensitivity
toKisasinFigure
4.

boundarycondition, Ts in (1), on tracer estimatesof thermocline ventilation rates, with particular application to
estimates based on tritium inventories as compared with
those that are based on helium
unless one uses wintertime

3. The salient result is that

surface tritium concentrations

to

drive the ocean model, tritium-based ventilation rate estimates will be too low, particularly near the surface. This
study servesnicely to explain the rather peculiarresult, from
the tritium inventory calculations,of the OUR beingapprox-

imatelyconstantabovetro--•27.2 (seeFigure3), whenin fact

one would expect it to increase at shallow depths. The
shallower layers are more sensitive to the inclusion of
wintertime dilution than are the deep layers, so the Doney
and Jenkins approach gives shorter ventilation time scales
(which would result in higher OUR rates) on the shallower
surfaces than Sarmiento [1983] obtained.
There is little wintertime

tritium

data to test the extent to

which the Doney and Jenkins' hypothesis is correct. There
are strontium 90 data, however. Figure 9 shows the Dreisgacker and Roether [1978] strontium 90 surface concentra-
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/2,

K,

x+,

x_,

cm s- l

cm2 s- l

km

km

Pe+

Pe_

0.3
0.3
0.3

106
3 x 106
107

820
875
1040

-32
-90
-252

24.5
8.8
3.1

-0.96
-0.90
-0.76

tions are in all cases greater than the wintertime concentrations at the weathership stations. Note, however, that the
extent of the difference depends on which station is chosen
for reference. If the average ratio of 1.06 had been used, or
if weatherships D, E, or K, more centrally located in the
subtropical gyre, had been used, the difference between the
Dreisigacker and Roether function and the winter observa-

0.3

3 X 107

1360

-577

-0.58

tions would

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

106
3 x 106
107
3 x 107

2630
2650
2710
2890

-10
-30
-96
-272

TABLE

4.

tion obtained

Scale Lengths and Peclet Numbers for Values of u
and K Used in Figures 6 and 8

1.4
263.0
88.2
27.1
9.6

with the same model as the tritium

-1.00
-0.99
-0.96
-0.91

It

concentra-

tion boundary condition that Sarrniento [1983] used. Also
shown on the same figure are winter to summer extremes
obtained by averagingunpublisheddata from eight weathership stations(A, B, C, D, E, I, J, and K) that were obtained
by V. Bowen's laboratory at Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts, during various
portions of the period 1962-1974. The data at all eight
weathership stationswere normalized to weathership station
C at 52ø15'N 35ø39'W before averaging. Table 5 shows the
normalization factors that were used, which were obtained
by averaging the ratio of all combined "summer" (August,
September, October) and "winter" (February, March,
April) averages to weathership C averages. The months
chosen to represent summer and winter are those generally
showing the maximum seasonal excursion. Station C was
chosen

as the reference

station

because

it has the most

complete set of data. The increasingtrend towards the south
is a result of the strontium 90 fallout pattern [cf. $armiento
and Gwinn, 1986]. The Dreisigacker and Roether concentra-

be smaller.

remains

to be

seen

if the

differences

can be represented by the average tritium and AOU concentrations in the box (see Sarrniento [1983] for a discussion of

this point). If the appropriatevalue for T• is in fact higher
than the average, then %ox would be overestimated and
OUR underestimated by using the average. Similarly, if
AOU• is in fact higher than the average, the OUR would be
underestimated by using the average. Without direct measurements

of the correlation

between

tracer

appropriate.
In viewof the fact thatthe 228Ra
andtritium/

6.5
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and velocities at the outcrop of the interior box, we have no
way of knowingfor certain what valuesfor T• and AOU• are

'

•o '•
• • 30

the

trationsin the outflow from the interior box, T•, and AOU•,

T 3He PIPEMODEL
u-O.3cms-• K-107 cm2 s-•
70

between

wintertime strontium 90 concentrations and the Dreisigacker
and Roether [ 1978] function that do exist are sufficient, when
translated into the equivalent effect in tritium, to give an
effect as large as Doney and Jenkins found in their work. If
they are, a very rough estimate of OURs from the ventilation
ages obtained by Doney and Jenkins [1989] and average
AOUs estimated from the figures in Jenkins [1987] suggests
that vertically integrated remineralization estimates based
on tritium may be as much as a factor of 1.5 to 2.0 lower than
those based on helium 3, which is relatively insensitive to the
aforementioned effect since it has such a rapid atmosphereocean equilibration time.
The other major uncertainty regarding the tritium box
model is the assumptionthat the tritium and AOU concen-
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Fig.7. Tritium
and•Heconcentrations,
and•o:and•T•eforu = 0.3cms-• andK = 107cm2s-1
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helium 3 age approachesappear to be reasonably solid, we
strongly suspectthat the problem lies in some combination
of our assumptionregardingthe value of AOU; and/or T;
and some of the issues raised by the Doney and Jenkins
[1989] study.
An additional possible explanation for the differences in
the OUR estimates shown in Figure 3 is that they are due to
spatial or temporal variability. It will be difficult to say
anything very solid about these topics until more observations are obtained. One of the attractive aspects of the
various techniques used in obtaining the OUR estimates is
that they average out short-term temporal variability. Tem-

poral variability on a time scaleof a year or even a few years
is therefore not likely to be an important factor in the OUR
estimates. For example, in the Beta Triangle region, Jenkins
[1987] finds OUR by taking the slope of AOU versus

tritium/3He
age.Theageranges,
andtherefore
thetimeover
which one is in a sense averaging, are greater than I year on
the shallowest surfaces and in excess of a decade on deeper
surfaces. The calculations in the Sargasso Sea location
[Jenkins, 1980] have somewhat shorter but not dissimilar
time scales except in the shallowest two data points. The
other techniques used to obtain the OURs in Figure 3, those
presented here, and that of Riley [1951], are large-scale
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the various techniquescan be compareddirectly at the same
location.

6O

4.

CONCLUSION

Given the foregoing, we conclude that the tracer age
equation based estimates are more reliable than the tritium

5O

box model estimates.In putting togetheran oxygen balance

for the subtropical
gyre as a wholewe choosethe 228Ra
estimate
of 8.5 -+0.8 molm-2 yr-l asmostrepresentative

4O

since it is based on measurementsfrom the entire region.
This number may actually be an underestimate, in that it
covers only the 100- to 750-m depth range. On the other
hand, mixing would tend to make the estimate too large (by
at most a few tens of percent), judging from Figure 6.
Unfortunately, we have no equivalent gyre-scaleestimate
of the new production at the surface. The estimates of
Musgrave et al. [1988] and Spitzer and Jenkins [1989], which

3O

2O
x

giveanaverage02 production
of-4.6 _+1.6molm-2 yr-• ,
are from the time seriesstationnear Bermuda, which may or
may not be representative of the subtropical gyre as a whole.
This estimate of new production is lower by 3.9 -+ 1.9 mol

I

950

1960

1970

1980

YEAR

Fig.-9. Strontium 90 surface concentrations estimated from
observations by Dreisigacker and Roether [1978] (crosses); estimated by a model Dreisigacker and Roether [1978] (solid line); and

estimated
by us from unpublished
weathership
datafrom V. Bowen's laboratoryat Woods Hole OceanographicInstitution. Table 5
shows the location of the stations. The weathershipaveragesare
indicatedby bars, with the top being nominal summertimeconcentrations(August, September,October) and the lower beingnominal
wintertime concentrations(February, March, April). In 1967 and
1972 the wintertime concentrationswere slightly higher than the
summertime

concentrations.

spatial averages (see Table 3) and thus, in effect, also
temporal averages over many years.
What about spatial variability? The Beta Triangle region
[Jenkins, 1987] has higher OURs than the region near
Bermuda [Jenkins, 1980] except for the top two data points
at the latter site, which anyway appear to be anomalous.Is
the Beta Triangle region more productive? It is difficult to
tell with the type of data presentlyavailable [e.g., KoblentzMishke et al., 1970]. The region from which data were
obtained for Riley's [1951] OUR estimatesdiffers from that

m-2 yr-• thanourestimateof theremineralization.
Until recently, we would have felt obligedto concludethat
this inconsistencybetween new production and remineralization rates representeda problem with the models used to
obtain these estimatesor a problem with spatial coverage.
The recent work of Rintoul and Wunsch [ 1990] on the nitrate

balancein the 24øNto 36øNregion, which showsa net export
of nitrate across36øNwhich they believe to be balancedby
an import of dissolved organic matter, and the recent work
of $ugimura and Suzuki [1988] and Suzuki et al. [1985],
which show that the dissolvedorganic carbon content in the
oceans is much larger than had previously been thought,
suggestthe possibilityof a different interpretation.It is still
not possibleto eliminate spatial coverageas a problem, but
the above numbersare entirely consistentwith the import of
organic matter that is required by Rintoul and Wunsch. We
therefore propose these numbers as a tentative budget for
oxygen in the subtropical gyre, subject to future confirmation with more appropriate spatial coverage.
We obtain an estimate for nitrogen remineralization by
dividing our oxygen remineralization of 8.5 _+0.9 mol m

-2

yr-• by 9.1 + 0.4, whichis the -O2'N remineralization

ratio estimatedfrom GEOSECS and TTO data by Minster
usedin ourtritiuminventory
and228Ra
estimates.
Resolving and Boulahdid [1987]. This gives a nitrogenremineralization
the role of spatial variability will be difficult until the full
TTO data set becomes available for tritium and helium 3 so

rate of-0.93 -+ 0.11 mol m-2 yr-•. Rintouland Wunsch
[1990] obtain a net export of nitrate from the 24øN to 36øN
region which is equivalent to an average loss rate of 0.51 -+

0.21 mol m-2 yr -•. The differencebetweenthe total remTABLE 5. AverageNormalization
Factorsfor Seasonal
9øSr
Data Relative to Weathership Station C
Station
A
B
C
D
E
I
J
K

Average

Position
62ø00'N
56ø30'N
52ø15'N
44ø00'N
35ø00'N
59ø00'N
52ø30'N
45ø00'N

35ø00'W
51ø00'W
35ø30'W
41ø00'W
48ø00'W
19ø00'W
20ø00'W
16ø00'W

Normalization
0.88
0.93
1.00
1.19
1.23
0.98
1.03
1.21

1.06

ineralizationand lateral export gives an export of nitrate into
the mixed layer, i.e., a new production, of 0.42 _+0.24 mol

m-2 yr-•. Thisis consistent
withthenitrogen
newproductionestimate
of 0.6 -+0.2 molm-2 yr -• thatJenkins[1988b]
obtained

for the site near Bermuda

and with

the 100-m

particleflux of 0.33 mol m-2 yr-• that Altabet [1989]
obtained,also near Bermuda.The new production-02' N
ratio of 11.0 -+ 7.1 which we obtain is also consistent with the

particulate-O2'N ratios of 10.2 to 13.4 obtainedby Martin
et al. [1987] for the upper 1000 m from sediment trap
observations.This agreement is probably fortuitous, given
the large errors involved. Note that the foregoing balances
require that the laterally imported organic matter which is
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regenerated in the thermocline must have a rather low

-O2'N ratio of 7.6 -+ 4.8.
We again run into the problem that the spatial coverage of

the 228Ra
datasetis notequivalent
to theregionstudied
by
Rintoul and Wunsch [1990]. We tried using a subset of our

228Ra
datato obtainanoxygenutilization
ratein the24øNto
36øNregion.The valuewe obtained,13.6 _+1.7 mol m-2
yr-1 isequivalent
to a nitrogen
remineralization
of 1 5 + 0.2
mol m-2 yr -1. However,we distrustthisestimatesinceit
leaves out many of the data points at the more extreme
ranges of age and AOU which help to define the curves
shown in Figure 2.
The major overall point we wish to emphasize with the
above considerations is that we need to be open to the
possibility first suggestedby Rintoul and Wunsch [1990] that
the oxygen and nitrogen remineralization rates may be
greater (or smaller) than the new production, with the
balance being made up by an import (or export) of dissolved
organic matter. The measurementsof Sugimura and Suzuki
[1988] and Suzuki et al. [1985] in the Pacific Ocean are
consistentwith this, in that they show substantialgradients
of dissolved organic carbon and nitrogen throughout the
water

column.

We also wish to emphasize the value of being able to put
together budgets for oxygen as well as nitrogen. These two
tracers, phosphate also being of use, respond to different
processes and thus provide complementary information.
Nitrogen can be transported in organic as well as inorganic
form. Thus the case for transport of dissolvedorganicmatter
made by Rintoul and Wunsch [1990] would have been
difficult to make with oxygen observations alone. Another
example in the mixed layer is that nitrate is supplied primarily by transport from below, whereas oxygen can be gained
or lost by gas exchange at the air-sea interface. Requiring
mixed layer models such as that of Musgrave et al. [1988] to
obtain an internal consistency between the oxygen and
nitrogen new production estimates would be a powerful
constraint

on the models.

A final point concerns the relationship of the oxygen
utilization

rate to thermocline

ventilation.

The tritium

box

model, which gives a low oxygen utilization rate of 2.4 to 3.5

mol m-2 yr-• comparedwith a 228Ra-based
estimateof
8.5 _+0.8molm-2 yr-1 alsogivesa thermocline
ventilation
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